
           Super Sensitivity Training For;

            Any “Power-Person” wanting to avoid
 character assassination followed by financial ruins
 as a result of allegations of; Sexual Harassment,    
 Sexual Misconduct, Sexual Miscues extending to 
 Personal, Private, Professional even Public life.  

Preclude:  Please note this is not a drill to which, if you have already “slipped” into such deviations and 
are now experiencing day and night terrors.  Yes, with yours coming with those graphics inclusions much 
like a first run movie premiere highlighting the possibilities of your life beamed for all the world to see as 
you.  Duck, dodge, scramble to get to the nearest Resort Retreat specializing in Sexual Intervention, well 
its a little too late to.  “Dial it down” “Fall Back” and blink twice.  Thinking you’ll be like that wonderful 
character from the film “The Wizard Of Oz” or.  Whomever was capable of blinking and returning 
themselves to a previous time while gaining the ability to make an instant correction away from the 
madness they created for themselves.

With this said, strap in, settle back and prepare yourself for a revelation you haven’t even considered.

1)  The Set-up; She’s seated in your office awaiting your arrival so you may bless her with your
     infinite knowledge of everything and you.  Yes, the suave, collected “woke” to all privately observe 
     her from the hidden cameras strategically placed in your inner office as.  A full visual streams 
     encrypted and in full color to your “burner” cell phone.

     Well, don’t.  I repeat.  Don’t take that ScreenShot assuming you will treasure it for, as you say;   
     “Prosperity”.

     Do enter your office and receive her showing the utmost respect.  No she’s not the reincarnation of 
     your mother so forgo the anticipation where you envision her being there to provide for you 
     personally when you were a young boye.  Fact is, your aren’t that boye and she is not your toy.

2)  The Set-up; “Parading” within the confines of the isles making up whatever environment you and
     her walk in, questions, interruptions come from those you see as minnows.   Your P.A. out on point 
     attempts to clear the field so to speak and you.  Step back slowing your stride to get a better 
     “looksy” of her profile from “Behind”.

     Don’t.

     Do dismiss all thought within your imagination where you are supreme in your visions of grandeur.  
     This is not the Jungle a la the fictional character Tarzan and she is definitely not Jane.  This is real     
     life and your miscues will be met with a Full Challenge to those pre-signed Non Disclosure 
     Agreements compliments of those Legal Eagles you cannot even soar with.



3)  The Set-up; You’ve been busted.  Your “Roamin’ Eye Balls” those “Rushin’ Hands” have been
     identified and tracked way before you even noticed your nervous intentions.  “Intent”, a legal term 
     she knows well.  You should get familiar with it too.  Deviousness isn’t reserved just for you.

     Don’t just catch yourself while fakin’ embarrassment.

     Do, apologize.  Extend yours and be done with it.  This is an environment designed for production 
     and she being the…  Or, wanting to be seen as the consummated professional herself should 
     “replace” her own thoughts and accept that she is not a product to be placed!  Accepting your 
     retraction and if she really has “F YOU points” she’ll also “keep it movin’”.

4)  The Set-up; You are a long way from Kansas.  School ended a long time ago and despite you
     not being the most popular person on campus “Back In The Day”, “Play It Forward”.  You 
     having amassed all this “Power” and something deep inside of you says;
     “Cease whatever you think you missed”.  

     Don’t.

     Do clear your eyes of those images of you as “King Somebody” who will not wait to redefine the    
     acronym with those famous letters “F.U.C.K”.  Yes yes, it’s obvious you see, you take because you   
     believe like “Jimmy” and “Tony Montana” once did, “The World Is Mine”.  Reality 101, you 
     were never gonna be; #ThatGuy.

And now for your further delight let’ do this and dialogue.  Taking this to Galaxies so far away in a 
Comparative Psychological sense ‘til there will be no reason for injecting the term; “Playing Field”.  
Yes because now you actually have a working knowledge of what it is to be, “Game Tight”.

“Whoa whoa, what is this game thing cause I thought...”

My point exactly.  Your thoughts not relative of life as you are now living it.  “Game” means having 
the knowledge and understanding with regard to living life.  “Tight” doesn’t imply it exemplifies all 
things solidified.  Combine them and you just may get this life right.

Welcome to The 5th Phase
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